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Eighth Grade

The following, set of notes was written for the use of a
class of eighth-grade students in a four week course sponsored
by Educational Fervices Incorporated on the Stanford campus.
The back ;'round for this course is as follows:

The Cambride Conference of 1963 on Goals in '7chool Math
ematics proposed that 3eometry be taught by vector space
methods. At theMiami, 1964, meetin; of the participants of
the Conference, I volunteered to experiment with such a course
during the mamer of 1964. aith the 'a 1p of \Professor Pit
Suppes, it as arranged that I woul, ork with a class of eir.;hth-
r7,rade children to whom he had been s:;,..achin: Mathematical Logic
for the past tuo years. 7.ince the-children had not had any
trainin3 in algebra, I doubted the possibility of doin3 anything
worthwhile with vector methods. Incidentall, the children's
lack of algebraic skills became apparent during the last session
of the course when T tried to present the standard fallacious
arzument that 1=0 after division by zero. Even thouzh the

students had had during the previou summer a four weeks session
on the field properties of the real number system, they were
uncertain about the simple algebraic manipulations necessary for
the argument.

Instead of using vector methods, I tried to obtain the
geometrical properties of figures from arguments about their
symmetry prope::ties. No attempt was made to introduce a for-
mal axiom system. The class was led to learn that diagrams
and intuition may be misleading, so that, some sort of proof was
necessary. The proof was based on certain explicit and implicit

assumptions. The explicit assumptions were roi.011y the follow-

1. The plane is a metric space'
2. A line is a set of points such that the triangle

inequality is satisfied for every three points in
the set

3. Given two points A and B and two real numbers
and there are either zero, one, or two points P
such that the distance from P to A equals and

the distance from P to B, . Whether the number
is zero, one or two depends on the triangle inequal-

ity.

4. To every line corresponds a distance-preservin?, map- -
O pin; (reflection) of the plane into itself which
N3 leaves the line fixed.

1
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The implicit assumptions were the customary ones about inci-
dence, order, etc. in the Euclidean plane.

The class met for an hour every day for four weeks, from
June 22 to July 17, 1964. Homework was assigned daily, collec-
ted, an'l returned with corrections. The class started with
twenty-one students. The number remained constant for three
weeks, but during the last week it dropped to eighteen.

At the beginning of the course, I assumed that the students
would be almost completely iporant of;-7,eometry. However, af-
ter they tossed around such concepts as "perendicular bisector'
and "collinearity' during the first few lessons, I decided to
work with them on a more sophisticated level. The notes re-
flect this change of level because they begin at what I assum-
ed to be an eighth- grade level and soon jumpeld to a level
suitable for college freshmen.

The notes contain definitions, exercises, and summaries
of results obtained in class. All of the exercises through
page 32 were done by the students. A few of the later exer-
cises were discussed in class in the last session. We just
reached the point where a group could be defined.

The students were not tested at any time, but the homework
was carefully checked and their reactions during the class
sessions constantly observed. The following indications of
learnin3 may be noted:

1. The ability to present a proof of a conjecture in-
creased until at the end most of the students could
live a reasonable argument for the validity of their
statements.

2. One of the students, in response to the question
'Does a parallelogram have an axis of symmetry?'
pointed out that a line throu.;11 theintersection of
the diagonals perpendicular to the plane of the paral-
lalozram was an axis of symmetry. This answer shows
a surprising insight because we had restricted our

discussion to axes in a plane or on the surface of
a sphere.

3. One of the students discovered and "proved" that the
composition of two symmetries of a figure is also a
symetry of the figure.
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Because of the high I.Q. of the students (the ran3e was
from 130-180), the resuics obtained may not be valid for
average or sliF,,htly above average ei3hth traders. However,
I believe that this expariment shows that the approach to
geometry through transformations can be interesting to youn,
students and that it can lead naturally to a desire for an
axiomatic formulation.

14 September 1964

3o5o.64



Stanford -- Eighth Grade (Geometry through Symmetry)

Foreword

i.

The following set of notes was written for the use of a class of

eighth-grade students in a four week course sponsored by Educational

Services Incorporated on the Stanford campus. The ba kground for this

course is as follows:

The Cambridge Conference of 1963 on Goals in School Mathematics

proposed that g eometr y be taught by vector space met1j3ds. At the Miami,

MO,

1964, meeting of the participants of the Conference, I volunteered to

experiment with such a course during the summer of 1964. With the help

of Professor Pat Suppes, it was arranged that I would work with a class

of eighth-grade children to whom he had been teaching Mathematical Logic

for the past two years. Since the children had not had any training in

algebra, I doubted the pcssibility of doing .anything warthwhila with..

vector methods. Incidentally, the children's lack of algebraic skills

became apparent during the last session of the course when I tried to

present the standard fallacious argument that lic0 after division by

zero. Even though the students had had during the previous summer a four

weeks session on the field properties of the real number system, they

were uncertain about the simple algebraic manipulations necessary for the

argument.

Instead of using vector methods, I tried to obtain the geometrical

properties of figures from arguments about their symmetry properties.

No attempt was made to introduce a formal axiom system. The class was



led to learn that diagrams and intuition may be misleading, so that

some sort of proof was necessary. The proof was based on certain

explicit and implicit assumptions. The explicit assumptions were

roughly the following:

1. The plane is a metric space

2. A line is a set of points such that the triangle inequality

is satisfied for every three. points in the set

3. Given two points A and B and two real numbers -b< and .4)

there are either zero, one, or two points P such that the

distance from P to A equals and the distance from P to

B, f? . Whether the number is zero, one or two depends on

the triangle inequality

4. To every line corresponds a distance-preserving mapping

(reflection) of the plane into itself which leaves the line

fixed.

The implicit assumptions were the customary ones about incidence, order,

etc. it, the Euclidean plane.

The class met for an hour every day for four weeks, from June 22

to July 17, 1964. Homework was assigned daily, collected, and returned

with corrections. The class started with twenty-one students. The

number remained constant for three weeks, but during the last week it

dropped to eighteen.

At the beginning of the course, I assumed that the students would

be almost completely ignorant of geometry. However, after they tossed



around such concepts as "perpendicular bisector" and "collinearity"

during the first few lessons, I decided to work with them on a more

sophisticated level. The notes reflect this change of level because they

begin at what I assumed to be an eighth-grade level and soon jumped to a

level suitable for college freshmen.

The notes contain definitions, exercises, and summaries of results

obtained in class. All of the exercises through page 32 ware done by

the students. A few of the later exercises were discussed in class in

the last session. We just reached the point where a group could be

defined.

The students were not tested at any time, but the homework was

carefully checked and their reactions during the class sessions constantly

observed. The following indications of learning may be noted:

1. The ability to present a proof of a conjecture increased

until at the end most of the students could give a reasonable

argument for the validity of their statements.

2. One of the students, in.response to the question "Does a

parallelogram have an axis of symmetry?" pointed out that a

line through the intersection of the diagonals perpendicular

to the plane of the parallelogram WIZ an axis of symmetry.

This answer shows a surprising insight because we had

restricted our discussion to axec, in a plane or on the surface

of a sphere.

3. One of the students discovered and "proved" that the
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composition of two symmetries of a figure is also a symmetry

of the figure.

Because of the high I. Q. of the studay.ts (the range was from

130 -- le.0), the results obtained may not be valid for average or

slightly above average eighth graders. However, I believe that this

experiment shows that the approach to geometry th,,,,,gh transformations

can be interesting to young students and that it can lead naturally to

a desire for an axiomatic formulation.



June 22 1.

If a figure can be folded along a line in such a way

that one part of the figure fits exactly onto another part with

nothing left over and nothing omitted, then the line cf the fold

is an axis of symmetry_ of the figure. For example, the dotted

lines are alms of symmetry for the following fivres:

gam ems.. .0.11

/ .

In thetfollowing examples, the dotted lines are not axes of symmetry

04,1=. 11111.110

for the complete figures:

)(1

A figure which has an axi5 of symmetry is said to be symmetric with

respect to that axis.

When a figure is looked at in a mirror, the original

figure together with its image in the mirror form a combined figure

which has the edge of the mirror as an axis Of symmetry. For

example in Figure 7 the edge AB is an axis of snLmetry for the man

and his image.



2.

Given a part of a symmetric figure and the axis of

symmetry, we can imagine a mirror and rLflect :A-1 the axis the

given part of the figure to get the whole figure. Fer example,

in Figure 8 we begin with the solid part of the figure and by

relecticn in tLa axis we get the dotted part.

g

We can also imagine reflection on both sides of the axis as in

Figure 9.

We shall call tlie solid portion the original and the dotted part

the image.



In these exercises "draw" means to sketch freehand, "construct"

means to make use of a ruler and compass.

1. Draw a horizontal axis of symmetry for Figure 1.

2. Draw another axis of symmetry for Figure 2.

3. Here are the letters of the English alphabet:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY Z.
Which of these letters have a vertical axis of symmetry? Which

have a horizontal axis of symmetry? Which have both axes?

4. Draw a triangle which has only one axis of symmetry. Draw a

triangle which has two axes of symmetry. Does the second triangle have

only two axes of symmetry? Can you find a triangle which has only

two axes of symmetry? Why?

5. How many axes of symmetry does a rectangle have; does a square

have? How many axes of symmetry does a circle have?

6. Draw a figure which has only'five axes of symmetry. Draw one

which only has six axes of symmetry.

7. Draw the image of the following original figures in the given axes:



I

1

4

4.

8. 44:_hout copying or completing the following diagrams, state in

each case what letter of the alphabet is obtained by completing

the following reflections:

(

-..artaseezolcuuta

-AangCiliaa m.o...

c)
9. Draw all the image:. (th:q. is, also im-ses of images) of the

following in botl, a hor-iznntal and a vertical axis:

1"\ 4

b;)/

11.ftmoillo 0111

Does it matter in which axis you reflect first? Why?

10. Draw all the images of the following in both of the given axes:

(b)

Does it make a difference in which axis you ref3act first? Why?
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AE11111 is invariant under reflection if the point coincides

with its image. A line is invariant under reflection if the line

coincides with its image. A fipure symmetric with respect to an

axis is also said to be invariant under reflection in that axis.

Two lines are .22../2.endicular if each is invariant under

reflection with respect to the other as an axis. For example,

Figure 10 shows two perpendicular lines.

,/// rcli

The angle between two warpaytdicular lines is called aright angle

and is usually marked with the symbol -1.

Zwercises II

1. State which pairs of points in the following diagram are symmetric

with respect tri the auis:

2. Which points of the plane are invariant under reflection in an

axis?

3.. In the following diagram, suppose P' is the image of P in the axis:

'(;t7

What is the image of G? What is the image of P? What is the image

A".



of 6.1 line segment PG? How does the length of P'G compare to that

of PG? Suppose H is any other point on the axis. How does the length

of PH compare with that of P'H? Why?

Suppose the line segment PP' intersects the axis in the point F.

What is the image of F? How does PF compare with P'F?

4. Fill in the blanks to form true statements.

If P is symmetric to P' with respect to an axis) then the

.10.1.1111.11.11011.1.010.111 of the line segment PP' is on the axis. All, if J is any

point on the axis, the

is

5 a.

between and
.41

to the distance between and

Suppose P and Q are equidistant from a point J on a line.

Are P and Q necessarily symmetric with respect to that line as axis?

Make a diagram to illustrate your answer.

b. Suppose the midpoint of the line segment joining A and B is on

a given line. Are A and B necessarily symmetric with respect to

that :Line as axis? Make a diagram to illustrate your answer.

6. Suppose J and K are two given points. What is the set of points P

such that the distance from J to P is equal to 04. ? What is the set

of points Q such that the distance from K to Q is equal to ,(9

When do these sets have a non-empty intersection? How many points

can be in the intersection? Make diagrams illustrating your answer.

7. Suppose J and K are two given points. What is the set of points

P such that JP= o< and KP= ? How many such points can there be on

one side of the line segment JK?

legrairammi410



Suppose J, K, P, Q are four distinct points such that JP=JQ and

KP=K.Q. Draw the line through J and K and use this as an axis to find

the image P' of P. What does JP' equal? What does KP' equal? Using the

results of Problem 7, what do you conclude about the relationship between

P' and Q?

Pill in the following blanks to form a true statement:

If P and Q are two points which are from a point

ose
and which are also from a point . then401=.1.nnH

P and are with respect to the axis through

andwwilegi.wwwwl......+111.0.1ftwarowil

9. Given a point P, a line g, and a given number C)(,. What is the

set of all points H which are on the line g and which are such that

PH= 0C ? Make a diagram to illustrate your answer, (Hint: There

should be three cases.)

10. Suppose P is symmetric to P' with respect to an axis g. Let H be

any point on g. What is the relationship between PH and P'H? Suppose

you consider the line through P and P' as axis and let H' be the image

of H is this axis. What do you know about PH' and P'H? Can you be sure

that H' is on g? Can you give a good reason for your answer? If not,

let's go further. Can you find a point G on f such that PG=PH? (Of

course, we mean a point G distinct from H). How does P'G compare to PG.

Why? How does P'G compare to P'H' and how does PG compare to PH'? Using

the results of Problem 9, what do you conclude about G and H'?

Fill in the following blanks to form a true statement:

If P and P' are with respect to an g, then

g is under reflection with respect to the through

a.d as axis. The line g and the._ through P and
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Summary

8.

A reflection is a distance-preserving mapping of the plane into

itself which leaves fixed all points on one straight line. This line

is called the axis.

All points on the axis are invariant under reflection. The

distance between any two points is equal to the distance between

their images. A point and its image are equidistant from any point

on the axis. All points equidistant from two given points P and Q

lie on the axis of symmetry of P and Q. The line joining a point

and its image is invariant under reflect:Lon,

Two lines are perpendicular if each is invariant under

reflection with respect to the other as axis. The line joining

a point and its image is perpendicular to the axis. All lines

perpendicular to the axis are invariant. if a line is the perpen-

dicular bisector of the line segment joining P and Q, then the line is

an axis of symmetry for the points P and Q.

Exercise III

In each of the following problems, show all construction lines and

justify your construction by using the facts in the summary.

1. Constlact the image of a point in a given axis.

2. Construct the axis of symmetry for two given points.

3. Construct the perpendicular bisector of the line segment joining

two given points.



9.

4. I.:am a point outside a given line construct the perpendicular to

the given line.

5. At a given point on a line construct a perpendicular to the line.

6. Given a point P and its image P' in a given axis, construct the

Image of a given point Q using only a straight edge.

7. Given a point P and an axis of reflection construct the image P'

using only a band (the two parallel edges of ,a ruler).

When you look at an object, you see the object by the light rays

which travel in a straight line from the object to your eyes. When you

look in a mirror at the image of an object, you appal:ently see the image

by the light rays which come from the image to your eyes. This is not

really the case because the image does not exist in real space. You

really see by the light rays going from the object to the mirror and

then being reflected back to your eyes as in Figure 11.

Exploratory Exercise

Li e

4 . L i+ re% (;:tc-in

You are at the point marked A in the diagram below. You have

an empty pop bottle which you want to fill in the lake and pour over

your friend who is sleeping at the point marked B. Can you discover

at what point in the lake you should fill your bottle so that the total



iistancd from A to the lake to B is as short as possible?

01............amsw 0........1.11

10.

/ / 1 / / .2.. ,/ /
/ Yc / / /

Let's try to analyze this problem. Is it obvious that the

distance AC
1
-1-C

1
B is shorter than the distance AC

2
-1-C

2
B? Is it obvious

that neither C
1

nor C
2

is the best point?

Let's consider the image of B in the lake, thus getting the

following diagram:

,..

6

Draw the line AB' intersecting the edge of the lake in the point C.

What is the relation between the distance CB and the distance CB'?

What is the relation between C2B and C2L'? how does the sum of the

distance AC
2
and C

2
B compare to the sum of AC and CB'? why? How

does the sum of AC and CB compare to the sum AC2 and C2B? Why?

Describe how to find the path going from A to the lake to B

which has the shotrest length. Give your reasons for the validity

of the description.

Exercise IV

1. A French mathematician Pierre Fermat said, "Light travels along

the path that takes the shortest time." Assuming that the speed of

light is cc stant, explain this statement by reference to Fig. 11.
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"C%, the aLag tam bc.liod+7, construct the path of the light ray from the

bulb at B to the mirror and then to the obsetver at 0. Show all.
0

construction lines.

3. In problem 2, prove that the angle of incidence equals the angle

of reflection.

4. In the exploratory exercise above, find the shortest path from

B to the lake to A. How does this shortest path compare with the

shortest path found in the exploratory exercise? Explain why this

should be so.

5. In the diagram below how could you find the shortest path that

starts at E, goes to the line a, then to the line b, and ends at

the point E? Justify your answer.

6. In the diagram below, how could you find the shortest path that

starts at G, goes to each side of the triangle once and only once,

and finisnes at H?

.M
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7. Y I are standing near two right-angled mirrors. How many images

of the flower can you see in the mirrors? Draw the path of the light

ray for each image.

YO V

8. Do Problem 7 if the mirrors are 600 apart;,

Mae a conjecture about the number of images if the mirrors were

45° apart, 30° apart.

Exercise V

1. Find all sets of two paints which are symmetrical with respect to

an axis. Find 41 sets ,f 3 points, sets of 4 points, sets of 5 points

which are symmetrical with respect to an axis.

2. Suppose the set of three distinct points P, Q, and R is symmetric

with respect to an axis. Show that the triangle whose vertices are

P, Q, and R must be isosceles (have two equal sides) with one vertex

on the axis. Suppose P is on the axis. How are the points Q and R

related to the line which bisects the angle of the triangle at P?

3, Suppose the points A, B, C, D illustrated in the diagram are

symmetric with respect to the line through &C. The figure ABCD is

called a kite. 0
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Pow does the length of AB compare with that of AD? Why? how does

BC compare with CD? Why? What is the relation between the diagonals

AC and BD? Why?

4. A kite is a four-sided, convex figure with two pairs of equal,

adjacent sides. Thus, if PQ=PS and QR=QS, then PQRS

is a kite. Show that the line through Pa is an axis

of symmetry for the kite. Show that the diagonals of

the kite meet at right angles. Show that PR is the

perpendicular bisector of QS. Show that PR bisects

angles at P and R.

5. Suppose the points A, B, C, D illustrated in the diagram are

symmetric with respect to the axis.

1Q1

el

Which two sides of the figure ABCD are equal? Why? Which two

sides of the figtre ABU) are parallel? Why? The figure ABCD is

called an isosceles trapezoid -- isosceles because two sides are

equal, trapezoid because two sides are parallel.

Where is the midpoint of the side AD located? The midpoint of

the side BC? Where do the diagonals AC and BD intersect? Why? If

the sides AB and DC are extended until they meet in a point F, what

can you say about the location of E? What can you say about the

triangle BAD? The triangle ELT? Why? What can you say about the

line connecting the midpoints of sides AB and DC?



I
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14.

A reflection of a sphe!:c. with re5..peet to a great. circle is a

distancepreserving mapping of the sphere into itself which leaves the

points of the great circle fixed.' We call this great circle the axis

of the reflection.

Exercise VI

By a line on a sphere we shall mean a great circle. The length of a

line segment PG is the distance from P to G measured along the great

circle joining P and G.

1. Do Problems 3 and 4 in Exercise II if the diagram refers to points

on a sphere.

2. Do Problem 5 iv, Exercise II if the points mentioned are on a

phere, not on a plane.

3. Do Problems 6 and 7 in Exercise II if all the points mentioned are

on a sphere and not on a plane.

4. Find all configurations of 3 points on a sphere which are symmetric

with respect to a line.

5. Find all configuratio-s of 4 points on a sphere which are symmetric

with respect to a line.

6. Refer to Problem 5 in Exercise V. Suppose the four points A, B,

C, D are on a sphere and have a common axis of symmetry. Are the lines

AD and BC parallel? Do there exist on the sphere parallel lines (lines,

that is,which do not meet no matter how far extended)? What is the

relationship between the lines AD and BC?

121.1111M1011Millnlaillil-
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Two Pejpend:[cular Axes o SvI,Ictra

Exercise VII

15.

1. Suppose a kite ABCD has two perpendicular axes of symmetry. Show

that all sides of the kite must have equal length.

2. A four-sided figure with all sides of the same length is called a

rhombus. Show that a rhombus must have two perpendicular axes of

symmetry. Show that the diagonals of a rhombuS are perpendicular to

each other. Show that the diagonals of a rhoMbus bis\?.ct each other.

If AB and DC are opposite sides of a rhom us, draw the line connecting

the midpoints of AB and DC. Draw the line connecting the midpoints

of AD and BC.. Show that these lines intersect at thelintersection of

the diagonals.

3. Suppose a four-sided figure has perpendicular diagonals. Is it

necessarily a rhombus or a kite? Suppose a four-sided figure has

diagonals that bisect each other. Is it necessarily a rhombus or a

kite? What must you know about the diagonals of a four-sided figure

to be sure it is a kite, to be sure it is a rhombus?

4. Suppose an isosceles trapezoid ABCD has tuo perpendicular axes of

symmetry. Show that all angles of the figure must be right angles.

5. A four-sided figure with all angles right angles is called a

rectgalle. Show that a rectangle must have two perpendicular axes of

symmetry. Must the diagonals of a rectangle be perpendicular to each

other? Why? dust the diagonals of a rectangle bisect the angles at

the vertices?

6. Given two straight lines a and b intersecting at a point 0. Show

that this figure has two axes of symmetry. .3how that the axes of symmetry

are perpendicular.to each other. Show that these axes bisect the angles

between the straight lines.
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Central filzgLELt1.7-

Suppose lines a and b in Figure 12 are perpendicular. Consider

the image P' of a point P after successive reflections in lines a and b.

Does it make any difference if we reflect first in a and then in b, or

if we reflect first in b and then in a?

131b

a,.

0

. '

1- 191)r-4- 1.1

Give reasons for your answer. We say that P' is the image of P under a

central symmetry with respect to the point 0, the intersection of lines

a and b. tle also say that P' is obtained 'cy reflecting the point P with

respect to the point 0.

Exercise VIII

1. How does the length OP above compare to the length OP'? Why?

2. In the following diagram suppose g is the axis of symmetry for the

lines k and m meeting at O.

Show that k and m have another axis of synaretry going through O. Show

that this axis is perpendicular to g.

3. In Fig. 12 show that a and b are axes of symmetry for the lines through

OP and through OPa. Show that P' is on the line through OP and that OP=OP'.
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4. Given a point P, construct the image of P in a point 0. Given two

points A and B construct a center of symmetry 0 for the two points.

5. Suppose a figure is symmetric with respect to a point 0 and with

respect to a line g passing through 0. Show that the figure must also be

symmetric with respect to a line h perpendicular to g at 0.

6. What are all the points invariant with respect to a reflection in the

point 0? What are all lines invariant with respect to this reflection?

7. Find all configurations of 3 points which are symmetric with respect

to a point. Can a triangle have a center of symmetry? Why?

8. Suppose the points A, B, C, D in the following diagram have the

point 0 as the center of symmetry: A .0

6

.0
I

What is the image of A in 0? What is the imne of B in 0? How does the

length AD compare with BC? How does the length AB compare with CD? Draw

a line through 0 perpendicular to the segment AD. What is the angle

between this line and the line segment BC? What is the relation

between the line through AD and the line through BC? What is the

relation between the line through A3 and the line through CD?

9. In the diagram below lines g and h have a common perpendicular k

cutting g and h in A and B, respectively.

Suppose t is a line through the midpoint n of the segment AB. Show

that 0 is a center of symmetry for the figure. (hint. You may want to
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draw the line m through 0 perpendicular to AB). What can you say about

the re,ation between the angles o< and (3

10. Given two lines on a plane, how many common perpendiculars may they

have? Given two lines on a sphere, how many perpendiculars may they have?

Parallel Lines and parallelograms

Two lines in the plane are said to be parallel if they never neet.

We shall use instead the following definition: Two lines are parallel

if they have a common perpendicular. In the plane ifollows that through

every point in the plane there is a line perpendicular to both lines.

A four-sided figure whose opposite sides are parallel is called

a parallelogram.

Exercise IX

1. Suppose g and h are parallel lines cut by a line t in the points c and D.
lt

Show that this figure is symmetric with respect to the midpoint /l of

the segment CD. (Hint. See Problem 9 in Exercise VIII).

2. The, line t in the diagram for Problem 1 is called a transversal for the

parallel lines and the angles 2< and '3 are called alternate interior angles.

Show that O = (6?

3. Suppose ABCD is a parallelogram and suppose 0 is the midpoint of the

diagonal AC.
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Is AC transversal for the lines e and f? Thin 0 is a of

for lines e and f. Is AC a transversal for the lines g and h?

Then 0 is a of for the lines and

What is the image of A in 0? What is the il.ace of B in 0? Why?

Where do the diagonals AC and BD intersect? T*lhy? Row does OL compare

to OD? Why?

Fill in the blanks to make true statements.

The intersection of the is a of symmetry for a

parallelogram.

4. Show that the diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other. Show

that opposite sides of a parallelogram are equal.

5. Show that a four-sided figure which has a center of symmetry must be

a parallelogram.

6. Show that if AD BC and AD is parallel to BC then ABCD is a

parallelogram. (Hint. Let 0 be the midpoint of AC; show that 0 is a

center of symmetry.)

7. Show that if AD =BC and AB=DC, then AWL is a parallelogram.

(Hint. Same as in Problea 6).

8. In the diagram below, ABCD is a parallelogram and 0 is the

intersection of the diagonals. Show th.at PQ=RS.
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If Q is the image of P under successive reflections in two

perpendicular axes intersecting in 0, then Q and P are symmetric with

'respect to the center of symmetry. 0. We say that Q is the image of P

with respect to the point 0.

A central symmetry is a distance-preserving mapping of the plane

into itself which leaves invariant every line through the center.

If P and Q are symmetric with respect to the point 0, then 0

3 on the line through P and Q and OP =OQ.

The image of a line g, not going through 0, with respect to 0,

is a line h parallel to g and the distance from 0 to g is equal to the

distance from 0 to h.

The intersection of the diagonals of a parallelogram is a center

of symmetry for the parallelogram.

If a figure has a center of symmetry and an axis of symmetry

passing through this center, then the line perpendicular to the original

axis at the center of symmetry is also anaxis of symmetry.



Exercise X

1. Suppose g, h, and j are parallel lines and h is half way between

g and j (see diagram).

\ c

.*.4"...........
ul

How are g and j related to B? Why? How does AB compare to AC? Why?

2. In triangle ABC below, AD=DB and DE is parallel to BC.

%IMO.

1111111010..1000111.00.04.0.11160

Show that AE=EC. (Hint, Draw at A a parallel to BC and use Problem 1).

3. Suppose P is reflected through the point U into the point P' and

then through V as center into the point Q (see diagram).
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3. (cont.) What is the relation between PU and P'U, between P'V and VQ?

Why? What is the image of the line through PP' in the center U? Show

that the image of this image is the line through Q parallel to PP'. Suppose

the line through UV intersects this parallel in R. Why does the image

of U in V have to be on QR? Why does the image of U in V have to be on

the line through UV? Why is R the image of U in V? Why is UV=VR?

What is the image of U in U as center and then in V as center? Why is

PU=QR? Show that PURQ 13 a parallelogram. (Hint. Exercise IX, Problem 6).

Show that UVAPQ.

4. In triangle ABC suppose D is the midpoint of side AB and E is the

midpoint of AC.

Show that DE is parallel to BC and that DE=1/2.X. (Hint. Use Problem 3).

!.
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Two Parallel Axes of smarm.

Exercise XI

.1. Suppose lines g and h are parallel. Suppose Q is the image of P

after successive reflection in lines g and h.

Aeer3wriftwo......alw,.............a....-+

? I

How is the line PQ related to the lines g and h? Why? Suppose AB is the

oft

(i)

length of the comTon perpendicular to g and h. How is PQ related to AB?

Why? Draw a diagram to illustrate the case when P is between the lines

g and h. Are your answers to the preceding questions still correct?

Suppose P is very far to the right of Q. Would your answers still be

correct?

2. Which points P are invariant under the mappings described in Problem 1?

Which lines are invariant/

3. Suppose P is reflected first in g and then in h, giving an image Q.

Would you get the same image if you reflected P first in h and then :!,n g?

Is there any point P for which the two images are the same? How are

these two images related to the original P?

4. Suppose you replace the lines g and h by two other parallel lines

g' and h' which have the same common perpendicular as g and h and which

are the same distance apart as g and h are. Compare the image of P in

g and h with the image of P in g' and h'. Does the mapping depend on

the distance between the parallel lines? Does the mapping depend on the

common perpendicular of the two lines? Does the mapping depend on the

exact location of the two lines?



5. Fin in the blanks to make a true statement.

When a point is successively reflected in two

g and h, the image Q is a point such that the

24.

lines

through P 0

15 to and . The length is

rho distance between and

6. In the diagram for Problem 1, suppose C is the image of A by

successive reflections in g and h. Show that ACQP is a parallelogram.

Would this statement be correct if you started with P
I

the right of C?
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.Summary

Suppose a plane is mapped into itself by successive reflections

in two parallel axes which are a distance d apart. If P goes into Q

under this mapping, the length PQ=2d and the line PQ is a common

perpendicular to the two axes. We call such a mapping a translation

of the plane.

If P maps into Q and R into S under a translation, then PQ=RS

and the line through PQ is parallel to the line through RS. Since the

rj

it
1

translation is completely specified as soon as the image of one point

is known, we may represent the translation by the vector PQ. Note that

PQ=RS because each represents the same translation.
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Two Intersectin2 Axes of Symetri

Exerci3e XII

1. Suppose lines g and h intersect in a point O. Sui'pose Q is the

image of P after successive reflection in the lanes g and h.

a. What is the image of 0 after successive reflections in g and h? Why?

b. What is the image of the line OP after successive reflections in g

and h? Why?

c. Suppose F is the intersection of PP' with g and G is the intersection

of P'Q with h. How does the angle POF compare with the angle FOP'? Why?

How does the angle P'0Q compare with the angle GOQ? Why? how does the

angle POQ compare with the angle FOG=angle between g and h? Uhy?

2. Suppose that P in the above diagram is located in the region where

P' is marked.

a. Can the argument of Problem 1 still be carried out?

b. Is the result that P is rotated through an angle twice the angle of

FOG still correct?
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3. Fill in the blanks to make the following a true statement:

The image of a after two successive in axes

intersecting at 0 is obtained by the point around

as center through an angle which ig the angle between the

4. Suppose that P is first reflected in h and then in g. What rotation

is that equal to?

b. Suppose h and g are perpendicular. What is the rotation obtained

by first reflecting in g and then in h?

c. A central symmetry can be obtained by a rotation through what angle?

5.a. What points are fixed under a rotation? What lines are fixed under

a rotation?

b. That is the image of a line through 0 under rotation around 0? What

is the image of a line not through 0?

6. Suppose a figure is invariant under rotation about 0 through 120°.

Prove that it must be invariant under rotation through 240°. (hint.

Suppose the image of P under the 120° rotation is Q and suppose the image

of Q under that rotation is R. What is the mapping that will map P

into R?)
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Successive reflections in two axes intersecting at 0 produces

a rotation around 0 through an angle equal to twice the angle between

the axes.

The following are distance-preserving mappings of the plane into

ittelf: 1) reflections about a line, 2) reflections through a point,

3) translations, and 4) rotations.

Notation

To collect and organize our results, it is useful to have a

systematic notation. Let us use capital letters such as A, B, P, etc.

for points and lower case letters such as g, h, k, etc. for lines.

We shall use Pg (read "P to the g") for the image of P reflected in g.

r3
Thus in Figure 13 Pg=P'. Similarly, Q

h
=3. We shall use P

A
for the

image of P reflected in the point A. Thus in Figure 13,

P
A
=R, Q

A
=P', (P')

k
=R, (13')

A
=Q.



We may indicate successive reflections as follows:

(pg)k=(p,)k=a

(

k
)
h
=Q

h
=s.

We shall also use the following notation:

-> I

Read "P is mapped by g into P'; P' is mapped by k into

Exercise XIII

$1

29.

1.a. Does (Pg)k= (Pk)g for every point?

b. Does (Pg)h = (Ph)g for every point?

c. Does (Pg) g = P for every point?

Whenever your answer is no, give an example. Whenever your answer is

yes, give a proof.

2. If an and b ai:e any two lines, let us write (P
a
)
b

= P
a

.

a. What does Paaequal?

b. Does Pa
b
= P

ba for every pair of lines a and b? Why?

c. Suppose Pac = P for every point P. What can you say about line a and

line c? Why? Does (P
ab

)
c
=(P

a
)
bc

for every point F? Why?
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3. Suppose P
ab

= P
ba

for every point P. What can you say about the lines

a and b? What does PAA equal? Suppose PAS = P for every point P. What

can you say about A and B? Suppose P
ab

P
A

for every point P. What can

you say about lines a and b? Fill in the blanks to make a correct

statement:

aA
P =P----, P .=P----.

4. Suppose e and f are perpendicular lines intersecting in D. For

each of the following, state whether it holds for every point P in a

plane and give a reason for your answer:

a. P
ef

=P
fe

b. Pef=Pf

fD e ,..ef)e.pfd. (P ) =P e. ti!

g.
((pef)e)f=1,

c. P
fD

=P
e

ee
f. P =P
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MapptnRs

If we apply a distance-preserving napping of the plane into

itself and then apply another distance-preserving mapping, we end up

with a distance-preserving mapping from the original state to the final

state. We call this successive application of mappings a composition

(Latin for "putting together") of mappings. For example, the composition

of reflections about perpendicular axes is a reflection through the

origin; the composition of two rotations about the same point is also a

rotation about tiat point.

Exercise XIV

Fill in the blanks to make correct statements.

1. The composition of two reflections about parallel axes is a

whose magnitude is the distance the and

whose direction is the Cirection of the of the axes.

2. The composition of two reflections about perpendicular axes is a

symmetry about the point of of the.
3. The composition of two reflections about intersecting axes is a

about the of of the through an

angle which is the angle the axes.
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4. A symmetry is a through an angle of degrees.

The composition of central symmetries about two distinct points is a

whose magnitude is the distance

and whose direction is the direction of the

the

joining

the . (Hint. Replace each central Symmetry\by the composition

of reflections through perpendicular axes. Use the line joining the

. points as an axis.)

Instead of studying the image of a point under a mapping, we want

to study the mapping as an entity by itself and also we want to study

the composition of mappings. Before doing so, we introduce some

simplifications in our notation. We have found that, if a and b are

perpendicular lines,

Pab=
ba

P

for every point P in the plane. We shall write this as follows:

ab=ba

but the meaning is still that

P
ab

=P
ba

Similarly, we found that

b
P
aba

=P
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For every point P in the plane, we may write this as

aba=b.

We shall call this the mapping notation and the original notation we

shall call the point notation. Similarly, if a and b are perpendicular

lines intersecting in a point C, then we know that

C
P
ab

1LP

for all points P. In the mapping notation we write this as

ab=C.

We need one further notation. T%:e know that

paa=p

for every point P in the plane. How can we write this in the mapping

notation? We would like to write aa=something, but what is "something"?

The "something" is a mapping which maps P onto P for every point P of the

plane. Since this mapping leaves every point P in the identical position

it was originally, we call this mapping the identity mapping and we

symbolize it be the letter i. Thus,

P =P

for all points P and we then have

aa=i.



VI
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Exercise XV

34.

1. Write the following relations in point notation:

a. bab=b b. bA=a c. ab=A d. ab=ba

2. Write each of the relations stated in Exercise XIII, Problem 4

in the mapping notation.

3. In the following diagram, triangle ABC is isosceles with AC=BC

and D the midpoint of AB.

For each of the following relations involving mappings, state whether it

is correct or incorrect and give reasons for your answers:

a. hh= b. BB=i c. ch=D d. bc=A e. ab=ba

f. ch=hc g. ah=ha h. ahbh=i i. cb=ac j. ADBD=i

5. Prove that the composition of a and b is commutative, that is,

abrba if, and only if, a and b are reflections in perpendicular axes.
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Groff

Exploratory Exercise

Suppose a figure is symmetric with respect to line a and with

respect to another line b. Let us find out whether the figure must

have other symmetries. If Z is a point of the figure, then why are

Z
a
and Z

b
points of the figure? Why are (Z

a
)
a
and (Z

a
)
b

points of the

figure? What is (Za)a equal to, for all points Z? For which points Z

does Z
ab

=Z? For which points Z does Zab=Z
a

, does Z
ab

=Z
b
? We see that

if Z is not on the line a and not on the line b, then the points Z,

Za, Zb, and Zab are all different. Do you now know another symmetry of

the figure?

We have reached the following conclusion:

If a figure is symmetric under the mapping a and symmetric under

the mapping b, then it is also symmetric under the mappings ab and ba.

, Write a similar conclusion if a figure is invariant under a

mapping A and a mapping c.

Let us continue investigating the set of symmetries of a figure.

Suppose a figure is invariant under a rotation of 900 around a point.

Must it be invariant under a rotation of 120°, 135°, 180°? What other

symmetries must it have?

Suppose a figure is invariant under a translation of 2 units

upward? Must it be invariant under a translation 3, 4, 5, 6 units

upward? Must it be invariant under any clovnward tzanslations? What are

all symmetries of this figure?



From this exercise we draw the following, conclusions:

1. If a figure is invariant under two mappings, it is also invariant

under the composition of the mappings.

2. If a figure is invariant under any mapping, it is also invariant

under any repeated composition of the mapping with itself.

3. If a figure is invariant under any mapping, it is also invariant

under the inverse papIna, that is, the mapping which interchanges the

original and the image point. For example, the inverse mapping to a

rotation of 30° in the clockwise direction is a rotation of 30° in the

counter-clockwise direction. The inverse mapping to a translation of

5 units in a certain direction is a translation of 5 units in the

opposite direction.

What is the inverse mapping to a reflection, to a central symmetry?

The set of all symmetries of a given figure is called the symmetry

moup, of that figure. Note the identity mapping belongs to every

symmetry group.

Exercise XVI

1. Give reasons why each of the following sets is or is not a symmetry

group:

a. i

b. i, a, b, C, where a and b are perpendicular lines intersecting in C

c. i, a, b, ab, ba, where a and b are parallel lines

cont. next page
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d. i, a

e. a, b, C, where a and b are perpendicular lines intersecting in C

f. i, a, b, ab, if a and b are perpendicular lines

g. i, a, b, ab, aba, abab, if a ard b are lines intersecting at sixty degrees.

2. What is the symmetry group of an equilateral triangle?

3. What is the symmetry group of a rectangle, of a square?

4. What is the symmetry group of a regular hexagon, a regular octagon?

5. Do the set of reflections about any line in the plane form a symmetry

group?

6. Do the set of all possible rotations around a fixed point form a

symmetry group?

7. Do the set of all translations in the plane form a symmetry group?

A symmetry group is a set of mappings which

1. con airs the identity mapping

2. contains the composition of any two mappings of the set

3. contains all compositions of a mapping of the set with itself.

Notice that the composition of mappings is always associative,

that is, if a, b, and c are three mappings, then

(ab)c=a(bc).
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Geometry through Symmetry for Liberal Arts students at Berkeley

The following notes were written in an attempt to provide a

rigorous foundation for the material presented to the eighth grade students

at Stanford. The material was tried out in a class at the University of

California at Berkeley. The class consisted of Liberal Arts students who

had a minimum of mathematical preparation and were not planning to continue

their study of mathematics.

The concept "point" is undefined.

Def. A aeL.c2 is a collection of points.

Axiom 1. To revery pair of points in the space is assigned a

positive number which has the properties a), b), and c) specified below.

The number assigned to the pair of points A and B is called the

distance from A to B and is denoted by d(A,B).

Properties of distance:

a) d(A,B) = d(B,A)

b) If A and B are distinct points, then d(A,B) is greater

than ( ) zero. The number d(A,B) = 0 if, and only if, A is identical

with B .

c) For any points A, B, and C the triangle inequality

d(A,C) d(C,B) ?d(A..,B)

holds.

Def. For any given points A and B the set of points X such

that

040 d(X,B) = d(A,B)

is called the line segment loining A and B This line segment is

denoted by Kg.
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Problems

1. If A is the same as B, what is AB ?

2. A space has three distinct points labelled X, Y, and Z. If

d(X,Y) '-'17 2 and d(X,) = 4, how small and how large can

d(Y,Z) be?

3. A space has four distinct points labelled E, F, G, and H.

Suppose that d(E,H) = 1, d(F,H) = 3, andid(G,H) = 6.

Find the largest and smallest possible values for each of the

distances d(E,F), d(F,G), and d(G,E). Show that if these last

three distances have each their 'smallest possibleivalues, then

F is on the segment joining E and G . Try other values for the

first three distances, but always keeping them in the same rela-

tive magnitude, and see if F must be on EG.

4. A space has four points labelled J, K, L, and M. Let us write

JKL to mean that K is on JL.

Consider the following statements:

a) If 11KL and JKM, then JIM.

b) If JKL and JLM, then JKM.

c) If JKM and JLM, then either JKL or JLK.

Test each statement for its truth or falsity by picking values for

the distances between the points in the spe.ce. Make a conjecture as to the

truth or falsity of each statement.



To be sure that a line se alezt loa: enough points, we use the

following:

Axiom 2. Given any real number k between -ero and one inclusive, and

given points A and B, there exists a single point C

in AB such that d (A,C) = k d(A,B).

To be sure that every line seg.ilent can be extended into a larger

segment, we use the following:

Axiom 3. For any points A and B, there exists a point C such

that B is in AC and a point D such that A is in DB.

Def. The segment AB is contained in the segment XY, or, the

segment XY contains the segment AB if every point in

AB is also a point in XY.

Lemma 1. If C and D are the points mentioned in Axiom 3,

then AB is contained in AC and also in DC.

Problems

5. Prove Lemma 1.

6. Suppose the space is the set of points on the surface of a sphere.

Are the axioms satisfied by this space? What is a line segment in

this case?
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From Axiom 1 we can pruve

Lemma 2. If X is in 7.1, then A X is contained in

Lemma 3. If X is in A.B and X Ls in AX, ther rg is contained in AB.

From Axiom 2 we can prove

Lemma 4. If X and ' are in Ali, then either X is in AY or Y is in AX.

Theorem 1.. II' X and N- are in AB, then XY is in A.

Def. Two line segments intersect or cut in a point P if P is in

both line segments.

Def. The intersection of two line segments is the set of all points

in which the segments intersect.

The intersection of two line segments may be empty, that is, there

is no point in which the segments intersect, or the intersection may be

one point, or the intersection may contain an infinite number of points.

Def. The union of two segments is the set of points which are either

in one segment or the other, or in both segments.

Problems

7. Draw illustrations on the plane of two segment's which intersect in

no point, in one point, in an infinite number of points. Can there exist on

the plane two segments which intersect in exactly two points? Answer the same

question for the surface of a sphere.

8. Draw illustrations on the plane of two segments whose union is not a

segment and of two segments whose union is a segment. What is the inter-

section of thcse two segments in each case? Make a conjecture about how the

intersection of two segments relate to the question of whether the union

of two segments is a segment.
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9. On the surface of the sphere do.;,: there exist two segments whose inter-

gertilion ha.s infin5te number ol poin+s and yet the uninn of these segmen4-s

is not a segment? Before giving your answer, consider, on the surface of

the earth, the segment connecting the South Pole with Seattle which is

located at 53° N and 12201J, and consider the segment connecting San

Francisco located at 37°N, 122°W with Magnitogorsk located at 53°N, 58°E.

Def. The line through the points A and 'B is he union of all line

segments. that contain the segment AB.

Axiom 4. Two distinct lines intersect in at most one point.

Theorem 2. Through two distinct points there exilsts one and only one line.

Problems

10. Is the equator a line according to the above definition? If yes, give

two points which determine the line.

11. Describe the line through Seattle and San Francisco on the earth's surface.

Does this line contain the entire 122°W meridian and the entire 58°E meridian?

12. Consider a cylinder with i"6s axis vertical. Describe the line on the

cylinder through two points on the cylinder which are located on the same

vertical generator. What is the line through two points which are on the

same horizontal plane? Pick two points at random on the cylinder and describe

the line through then.

13. Is a great circle on a sphere always a line through any two of its

points? Is Axiom 4 satisfied by the lines on the surface of a sphere?
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Def. If the three points A, B, and C are not all on one line, the

union of the segments AB, BC, and AC is called the triangle ABC.

Def. The points A, B, and C are called the vertices of triangle ABC

and the segments AB, BC, and AC are called the sides of the triangle.

Axiom 5. If a line cuts one side of a triangle, then it cuts one and

only one other side of the triangle unless it goes through a vertex. (Pasch's

axiom.)

Def. A set of points is called convex if the set contains the line

segment joining any two points of the set.

Theorem 3. For any line k, there exists two convex sets I- and 2

such that the whole space is the union of k, ,;-1, and n. Also no two of the

sets k,2- 1 and L 2 have a point in common.

Suppose that n is a line and that A and B are points not in n.

Def. A and B are said to be on opposite sides of n if the line segment

AB intersects n.

Def. A and B are said to be on the same side of n if AB does not inter-

sect n.

Problems .

14. Suppose that A,B,C are three points not in the line n. Prove each of the

following statements by using the axioms (in particular, axiom 5):

a) If A and B are on the same side of n and if B and C are also on the same

side of n, then A and C are on the same side of n.

b) If A and B are on the same side of n and if B and C are on opposite sides

of n, then A and C are on opposite sides of n.

c) If A and B are on opposite sides of n and if B and C are on opposite sides

of n, then A and C are on the sapv, side of n.



15. Prove that if A and B are on opposite sides of n, then any point C not

on n is either on the same side of n as the point A or as the point B.

16. Let A be a given point not in n. We call all points on the same side

of n as the point A 'even' points and assign to each such point the number

zero. We call points on the opposite side to the point A 'odd' points and

assign to each such point the number one. a) Does it make sense to say that

two points E and F are on the same side of n if; and on;Ly if, the sum of the

numbers assigned to them is even? Explain. b) Write each of the statements

14 a), b), c) as a statement about even and odd numbers. c) Could you have

used the known facts about even and odd numbers to provJa the statements in

1.7oblem 14 without using Axiom 5? Explain carefully. (Hint. The answer is

'no'.)

17. Prove Theorem 3.

Def. A imp of a point set into a point set 2: ' is a correspon-

dence or rule which assigns to each point P in 2: exactly one point P' in IL'.

The point P' is called the image of P under the map and we write P' =iu(P).

Def. A map from 2: to 27. *. is said to be distance-preserving if the

distance between any two points in 2 equals the distance between their images

in vEt.

Def. The set of points which are on the same side of a line n is called

a half-space associated with n.

Lemma 4. Every line n has exactly two half spaces 7-1 and Z 2

associated with it. The half-spaces 1 and 7 2 have no point in common.



Def. A folding 10 about the line n is a distance-preserving map of the

union of n with one half-space into the union of n with the other half-space

such that

a) every point in the second half-space is the image of some point in the

first half-space

(P) = P for every point P in n.

Lemma 5. Suppose M is in El and M' is the image of M under a folding

about n.

a) If P is a point in n, then d(M,P) = d(W,P).

b) If P is in21 , then d(M',P) d(M,P).

c) If P is inZ2 , then d(M,P) /7 d(W,P).

Lemma 6. Suppose that M and NI' are the same points as in Lemma 5 and

suppose that NM-- intersects n in the point P. Then d(M)Q) ;7 d(M,P) if

Od is a point in n different from P and d(M,P) = id(MX).

Def. The point P in n which is nearest to a point M not in n is called

the orthogonal projection of M onto n.

Axiom 6. For every line n there is at least one folding about n.

Problems

18. Prove Lemma 4.

19. Prove Lemma 5.

20. Suppose that M' is the image of M under a folding about n. Prove each of

the following statements:

a) If P is a point such that d(P,M) = d(P,I,It) then P is in n.

b) If d(P,M) d(P,M') , then P is on the same side of n as the point M'.

c) If d(P,M') d(P,M) then P is on the same side of n as M.
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21. Use Axiom 6 to prove that, for a point LI not in n, the orthogonal

projection of M onto n exists and is unique.

22. Suppose that (12 and erl are foldings about n which map M into Id' and

M", respectively . Show that ICI' =14". (Hint. If P is the orthogonal pro-

jection of M onto n, use the line through M and P, Lemma 5a) and Axiom 2.)

23. Suppose that q is a folding about n which maps any point P in

into its image P' = V(P) in 72. Consider the map \r-Ifrom //

into 11 1.)2; , defined as follows:

i) If Q is in n, then tri(0 = (;)

ii) If Q, is in 7-
2'

then Q is the image of a

de put cp -'( 0 /Z

a) Prove that 95-4[4.677g .-.= /7 for any point P in *IL 21, , and that

-1(q7

oint R in 2 l and

for any point t <1 ty, Li La . b) Prove that Le

is a distance-preserving map. c) Prove that (7P-/ is a folding about n.

Lemma 7. If and 22 are the half-spaces associated with n, there

is exactly one fdding about n which maps Z 1 into :E:2 and exactly one

folding which maps 2:2 into 1.

Let r be the unique folding about n which tops yi into 2.

Def. A reflection about the line n is the mapping s4, of the whole

space into itself which is defined as follows:

i) (M) = V)(M) if M is in 2.:1.

ii) 14I (A) = yr/(M) if M is in7 2.

Theorem 4. A reflection about n is a distance-preserving map of the whole

space into itself which leaves the points of n fixed.
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ProbleLas

24. Prove that a reflection maps the line containing the points P and Q into

a line containing the image points P' and W.

25. Suppose that M' and (:),' are the images of M and Q, respectively, under re-

flection in n and suppose that the line through M and Q intersects n only in

the point P. Prove that the line through Mt amd Q' also intersects n in the

point P.

26. If M' is the image of M under reflection about n and you know d(M,Q) and

d(MI,Q) how can you decide whether M and Q are on the same or opposite sides

of n or whetheriQ is on n?

Def. Two points A and B are symmetrical with respect to a line n if B is the

image of A under reflection in n.

Def. A point set ,Z is invariant under reflection about a line n if is

identical with its image under reflection about n.

Def. The line n is an axis of symmetry fo..c the point set 27 if ,his invariant

under reflection about r.

Problems

27. What kind of triangles have axes of symmetry? What kind of quadrilaterals?

What are the axes of symmetry of a circle, of an ellipse, of a plane section of a

football through its longest axis?

28. Given a line n. Which configuration of 2 points have n as an axis of

symmetry? Which configuration of 3 points; of 4 points, of 5 points?
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29. Suppose that the point set is invariant under reflection about xi. If

contains the points A and B and the line segment CD, what else must it con-

tain? Will you change your answer if you ars told that C and D are on opposite

sides of n?

Def. The line n' is perpendicular to n (we write n'jn) if ni# n and if n' is

invariant under reflection about n.

Lemma 8. If P is not in the line n and if PI is the image of P under reflection

about n, then PP' is perpendicular to n.

Lemma 9. If P is not in the line n, there exists one and only one line which

contains P and which isj_ n.

Lemma 10. If the line n' is perpendicular to the line n, then the lines inter-

sect.

Lemma 11. If nt is perpendicular to n, then n is perpendicular to n'.

Problems

30. Prove Lemma 83

31. Prove Lemma 9.

32. Prove Lemma 10.

Def. A line perpendicular to a segment atthe midpoint of the segment is called

the perpendicular bisector of the segment.

Lemma 12. If n is the perpendicular bisector of the segment AB, then A and B

are symmetrical with respect to n.

Lemma 13. If d(A,B) = d (A,C) in triangle ABC, then the line through,"\perpen-

dicular to BC is an axis of symmetry for the triangle.

Lemma 14. If each of the points P and Q is equidistant frcm the points A and B,

then A and B are symmetrical with respect to the line through P and Q.
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33. rrove Lemma 11.

34. Prove Lemma 12.

35. Prove Lemma 13.

36. If d(A,B) = d(A,C) in triangle ABC, prove that the line from A to the

midpoint of the segment BC is perpendicular to the segment BC.

37. Suppose that the lines n1 and n2 are perpendicular to each other. Suppose

that A is a point not in either line. Let Al be the image of A under reflection

in n1 and let A2 and Al2 be the image of the points A and Al respectively,

under reflection in n2. Prove that A2 and Al2 are symmetrical with respect to

Def. A reflection in a point 0 is a mapli of the whole space onto itself such

that i(D) = 0 and if P/40,S'(P) is a point PT on the line through 0 and P with

d(0, P) = d(0, P').

Lemma 15. If the map is repeated twice, each point is mapped onto itself.

Lemma 16. Every line through 0 is invariant under reflection in 0.

Theorem 5. A reflection in a point 0 is identical to a composition of reflec-

tions in each of two arbitrary perpendicular lines intersecting in 0.
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Notes

1. The image of a point P under reflection in a line n is the point P'

which is on a line through P perpendicular to n and which is the same distance

from n as the point P is. In other words, the line n is the perpendicular

bisector of the line segment]ff'. The line n is called the axis of reflection.

1'. The image of a point P under reflection in a point C is the point P'

which is on the line through P and C and which is the same distance from C that

P is. In other words, C is the midpoint of the line segment PP'. The point C

is called the center of reflection.

2. Reflection preserves distance and angle.

3. The image lof the image of a point is the original point.

4. A line and its image with respect to an axis are either parallel to the

axis or they meet on the axis.

41. A line and its image with respect to a center are either parallel and

the center is halfway between the lines or the lines are identical and they pass

through the center.

5. A line (point) is an axis (center) of symmetry for a figure if theMM. *
figure contains the image of each of its point's under reflection in the axis

(center).

6. If points A and B are each equidistant from the points P and P', then

the line AB is an axis of symmetry for the line segment PP'.

The set of transformations which preserve a given property form a group.

The Euclidean group is the group of all distance preserving transformations.

It contains reflections, rotations, translations, and glide reflections. The

proper Euclidean group is the subgroup of the Euclidean group which preserves

the orientation of figures.

°
$
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Euc _dean geometry is the ,study of those properties of figures which are

invariant under the transformations of the Euclidean group.

Similarity transformations are those transformations which keep one point

fixed and stretch all distances from that point in a fixed ratio. The similarity

group is the group generated by similarity transformations and distance pre-

serving transformations.

Affine transformations are transformations which keep two intersecting

lines fixed and which stretch lengths parallel to one of, the fixed lines by a

constant ratio. The affine group is the group generated by the affine trans-

formations and the distance preserving transformations.

A perspective transformation of a plane is obtained by projecting the image

of this plane from a given point light source on another plane. The projective

group is the group generated by perspective transformations and distance

preserving transformations. Projective geometry is the study of those properties

of figures which are invariant under the transformations of the projective group.
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